


earlnewton
Note
This was originally designed to be Gordo Gordon's voice, but we later decided to omit the voice, to keep his identity (and the savant nature of his character) a secret until scene four

earlnewton
Note
"Second Draft" is a bit of a misnomer, if not an outright lie.  We went through at least three separate incarnations of the script.  At one point, Father Ralph was 70 years old and even more anti-establishment than he is in this draft (the script actually opened with a sermon against the Catholic church).  In another (closer to the original short story), Father Ralph and Father Michael are the same age, and friends from seminary. 













earlnewton
Note
The original short story had a "fusiform gyrus" - a device built from the corpses of rats.  It was an awesome piece, but we didn't have the resources to pull it off believably, so all references to it were removed prior to shooting.







earlnewton
Note
In the original short story by Scott Sigler, there is no leech, but a sort of "ripping" of the energy - as if something invisible were tearing it to shreds.  Imagine an invisible fanged whirlpool devouring the energy.  This worked great in the text, but in the adaptation, we decided we needed something physical for the audience to respond to, so we created the "Prayerasite."  Many thanks to Kevin Capizzi for his fantastic design and animation.

earlnewton
Note
When we went to shoot this scene, we were running out of sunlight.  The actors had barely a take each: I locked the camera off on a tripod and did the wide, two-shot, and then closeups.  Even then, we ran out of light at the end of 6B, and so we restaged everything else back inside in various rooms of the church.  The "awkward pause" that serves as the transition from 6B to 6C was completely created in the editing room, out of pieces of the actors waiting for me to say "action." 



earlnewton
Note
I rewrote this sequence several times.  In an earlier draft, Father Michael attempts to run down Father Ralph and Gordo in his car, to keep the leeches a secret.  However, that choice made us vulnerable to the "impotent villain" syndrome - the hero escapes, not because of his skill, but because the villain is inept, which weakens the whole story.  Instead, we decided Father Michael, being experienced in this, would play it cool, make contact with his superiors, and then return to finish the job.

earlnewton
Note
Side note: the original short story Sacred Cow actually ended here, with Father Ralph staring at the sky, stunned.  After some discussion with Scott Sigler, it was decided this ending was too unresolved for the visual medium.  So the short story really became the first act, and everything after this was original story.  The greatest compliment I received came from several viewers who said, "You nailed Scott's story exactly."  In truth, almost none of the specifics are the same, but the flavor is still there.





earlnewton
Note
There was a lot of question about whether to include this scene, both from myself and Scott Sigler.  I'm hesitant to include "emotional blowups," as they tend to be too over-the-top to have any dramatic impact.  But, in the end, I loved the idea that Father Ralph is driven to the edge of his faith.  He doesn't even know if there is a God anymore, but he is praying to Him anyway.  To me, that's the epitome of faith, regardless of your specific religion.





earlnewton
Note
Again, the benefit of directing your own material.  When we got ready to shoot this scene, it fell absolutely flat.  The crux of the scene's idea (the link between the Jewish taboo of mixing milk and meat and its power to poison the leeches) was too abstract and "clever."  I gave everyone a twenty minute break, and rewrote this to focus on the grotesquerie of the milk/meat mix, and it turned out to be a funny little scene.  No loss on the Jewish meat/milk connection: the people who would have known about it would figure it out anyway, and for those who wouldn't have known, they can still enjoy the scene.











earlnewton
Note
This entire scene went through several dialogue rewrites before we went to set.  There was a lot of material to lay out while still maintaining the drama.  But thanks to a strong mix of cinematography, music, and Toby's performance, the scene plays well.



earlnewton
Note
It's dangerous to play dialogue as on-the-nose as this.  Exposition scenes like this are like a strip tease: it's very rare that tearing off all your clothes immediately is sexy.  Most times people want the gradual undress, the seduction of the drama.  In this case, I think it worked, as a sort of confession by Father Michael, but I'll confess I've been burned by this technique before.



earlnewton
Note
When in doubt, cut it.  We toyed with losing this line and having Father Michael say, "Does that even work, Father?" - as sort of a youth/age comment on impotence.  In the end, it was better to let Father Michael just rip out of the chair and get shot.



earlnewton
Note
"Woman" played by my good friend Dave Kanter.  I thought he did a good job, although we could have picked a prettier outfit for him.

earlnewton
Note
The end was a matter of much debate - neither I nor Scott Sigler really knew how we'd end it until I got into the editing room.  In one incarnation, Father Michael just drives away, victorious, and the secret is lost.  In another, he disposes of their bodies, and Gordo crawls out at the end.  In the end, we decided on the bittersweet victory: Gordo and Father Michael die, but the secret is exposed to the world.  A Jesus metaphor?  In a movie about Catholics?  Never.


